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SUMS OF QUADRATIC RESIDUES AND NONRESIDUES
CHRISTIAN AEBI AND GRANT CAIRNS
Abstract. It is well known that when a prime p is congruent to 1 modulo 4, the sum of
the quadratic residues equals the sum of the quadratic nonresidues. In this note we give
analogous results for the case where p is congruent to 3 modulo 4.
Let p be a prime with p ≡ 3 (mod 4). Identify Zp with the set {0, 1, . . . , p − 1}, and let
Zlp = {i ∈ Zp : 1 < i < (p− 1)/2} and Zup = {i ∈ Zp : i > (p− 1)/2}. Let Q denote the set
of quadratic residues of Zp and write Q
l = Q∩Zlp and Qu = Q∩Zup . Similarly, let N denote
the set of quadratic nonresidues of Zp and write N
l = N ∩ Zlp and Nu = N ∩ Zup . For a set
A ⊂ Zp, let us write
∑
A for the sum in Z of the elements of A.
The following Theorem may be deduced from well known formulas for the class number
of the quadratic field Q[
√−p]; see [3, p. 202] and [2, Chap. 6 (19)]. The purpose of this note
is to give an elementary direct proof. Part (a) is stated in [1, Cor. 13.4]. We have not seen
part (b) stated in the literature.
Theorem 1.
(a) If p = 7 (mod 8), then
∑
Ql =
∑
N l.
(b) If p = 3 (mod 8), then
∑
Q+
∑
Ql =
∑
N +
∑
N l.
Proof. Let n denote the number of quadratic nonresidues that are less than p/2. Note that
−1 is a quadratic nonresidue, since p ≡ 3 (mod 4); see [4, Chap. 24]. So for each quadratic
nonresidue q, the element p− q is a quadratic residue. In particular, Qu has n elements.
Lemma 1.
(a) If p = 7 (mod 8), then
∑
Q = np.
(b) If p = 3 (mod 8), then 3
∑
Q = np +
(
p
2
)
.
Proof. Let σ be the doubling function x 7→ 2x on Z, and consider the function σ¯ induced
on Zp by σ. Notice that if x ∈ Ql, then σ¯(x) = σ(x) = 2x, and if x ∈ Qu, then σ¯(x) =
σ(x)− p = 2x− p.
(a) When p ≡ 7 mod 8, the function σ¯ preserves Q. Now, since Qu has n elements,
∑
Q =
∑
σ¯(Q) =
∑
σ(Ql) +
∑
σ(Qu)− np =∑σ(Q)− np,
that is,
∑
Q = 2
∑
Q− np, giving ∑Q = np, as required.
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(b) When p ≡ 3 (mod 8), the function σ¯ sends quadratic residues to quadratic nonresidues.
Now, since Qu has n elements, and
∑
Zp =
(
p
2
)
,
∑
Q =
(
p
2
)
−∑σ¯(Q) =
(
p
2
)
− (∑σ(Ql) +∑σ(Qu)− np)
=
(
p
2
)
−∑σ(Q) + np.
Thus
∑
Q =
(
p
2
)− 2∑Q + np, giving 3∑Q = np+ (p
2
)
, as required. 
Turning to the proof of the Theorem, note that
(1) np = np−∑N l +∑N l =∑Qu +∑N l =∑Q+∑N l −∑Ql.
Thus, when p ≡ 7 (mod 8), since np =∑Q by the Lemma, we have ∑N l =∑Ql.
Similarly, if p ≡ 3 (mod 8), then by the Lemma and equation (1) we obtain
3
∑
Q = np+
(
p
2
)
=⇒ 3∑Q =∑Q+∑N l −∑Ql +
(
p
2
)
=⇒ 2∑Q =∑N l −∑Ql +∑Q+∑N
=⇒ ∑Q−∑N =∑N l −∑Ql
=⇒ ∑Q +∑Ql =∑N +∑N l.

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